1. INTRODUCTION

Looking back on the last 30 years, we have seen the remarkable developments in semiconductor technology enabling the implementation of ideas that were previously beyond the computer architect’s grasp. Ideas like multilevel memory hierarchies, pipelining, multiple instruction issue, and speculative execution are just a few examples of architectural innovations that have become commonplace in high-end computers. We expect that processor performances will continue to double every two to three years, memory densities (DRAM) will continue to quadruple every three years, and disk densities will also quadruple every three years. We do not see any decrease in this rate of progress for the next decade—the time frame we have taken as “strategic.” However, beyond that we expect semiconductor technology, the driving force behind these developments, to reach physical limits, at which point we may start to see computers based on different primitives. For example, the stochastic nature of the gates may become important.

Several important books have appeared in the past few years that are pertinent to this discussion because they have placed the study of computer architecture on a quantitative footing. Two of the most notable, those by Hennessy and Patterson [1996] and Flynn [1995], are recommended to the reader who wishes to get a deeper understanding of the subject and who may also wish to find out more about some of the ideas that space allows only brief mention of in this discussion. A recent workshop sponsored by the NSF on Critical Issues in Computer Architecture Research is also relevant [NSF 1996].

What Is Computer Architecture?

The term “computer architecture” was first used by IBM to describe the programming interface to their System 360 series of computers, specifically the instructions, registers, and flags seen by the assembly programmer. This interface has become known as the instruction set architecture (ISA) of a computer. We take a broader view for the purposes of this article that includes not only the instruction set but its implementation with hardware components such as memories, registers, buses, and arithmetic units. A specific computer...
architecture is usually created to run a particular set of applications, or workload, at some performance level cost-effectively. Figure 1 illustrates the interaction of cost, applications, and architecture. Of course, the problem is more complex than the figure depicts; in particular, the ability to run particular applications often constrains the ISA through the need to use legacy code (the Intel ISA being the most obvious example) and the availability of applications is heavily influenced by the marketplace. One overriding factor should be clear: computer architecture is to a significant degree an engineering activity of providing a solution to a (computing) problem within a cost constraint.

2. TRENDS

Trends in computer architecture fall into two classes: those that result from the progress in the implementation technologies, and those that result from popular applications.

Technology-Driven Trends

As already asserted, the computer “revolution” has been driven by the remarkable growth in semiconductor technologies. The common denominator has been the constant reduction in the size of electronic and magnetic devices that can be manufactured inexpensively. If we take our time horizon to be the next decade as an appropriate strategic point in the future, we expect to see feature sizes of 0.05 microns and chips with 100 million devices operating at several gigahertz. Technical obstacles need to be overcome for this progress to occur, but it is our expectation that the overwhelming resources in industry and academia that are deployed in the computer industry will solve them.

The two major obstacles that we see are the issues of power and memory latency. Low-power design is important because portable computing will become ubiquitous in the next five years. Even in the realm of high-performance computing, power issues are important because power consumption is linearly related to clock frequency. The common figure of doubling clock rates every two years thus corresponds to doubling power consumption every two years. This is not sustainable from a power perspective. The solution will require solutions that combine circuit and device technology advances with complementary developments in computer architecture.

The second obstacle is memory latency. Intrachip latencies and bandwidths are decreasing and increasing, respectively, at much greater rates than the corresponding interchip figures. In conventional processor and memory designs, this trend leads to substantial increases in memory latency relative to instruction execution, and corresponding decreases in bandwidth. New techniques that address this fundamental problem are needed. A concrete example of this can be seen with DRAMs. While the CPU speed curve has increased at about 50% per year, DRAM speed has improved only at a rate of about 10% per year over the last decade—DRAM improvement has focused on density which, as noted earlier, has quadrupled every three years. The cost of a DRAM access is equivalent to over a hundred CPU instructions today instead of the few instructions that it was only a de-
cade ago. Furthermore, disk access time improvement is at an even lower rate than the DRAM’s. To bridge the performance gap of the storage hierarchy, architects will have to understand better how to design write-buffers, caches, memory systems, disk I/O subsystems, and interconnects.

### Application-Driven Trends

We expect to see a blossoming of new applications, particularly those that make computers easier to use and those that allow computers to communicate with one another. They have already been widely discussed in the trade and popular press in the context of multimedia, virtual reality, and the Internet. Examples will include:

—web servers that can provide HTML service,
—network computers to replace the low cost X-terminal while giving the user web access,
—multimedia databases (probably object-oriented) capable of handling complex queries,
—virtual reality with 3D motion graphics, and
—network routers and low-latency, low-overhead network interfaces.

It is interesting to observe how these kinds of applications compare to those that still dominate much of academic research, which has had a heavy bias towards scientific and engineering workloads. This is not surprising given that early computer developers were from the scientific and military communities. Indeed, ENIAC, one of the earliest computers, was built to compute ballistic trajectories. In the intervening years the use of computers has shifted into nonscientific areas. This movement has been dramatic in the microprocessor/personal computer era. The thinking in academia is still heavily influenced by this early history and has led to the development of research areas that may not be the most relevant point of departure for future work in computer architecture.

### 3. CHALLENGES

If we combine the trends in applications with the trends in technology over the next decade, several challenges emerge:

1. **Power and size.** Are there architectural strategies for reducing power consumption or is it purely a circuit-design/technology issue?
2. **Performance.** Will the improvement due to technology of 50% per year satisfy the rate of growth that we expect (as has been true in the past) in application computing requirements, or will architecture play a stronger role than in the past? An obvious candidate is the introduction of parallelism.
3. **Complexity.** How can we cope with design complexity, design time, and correctness (testing, fault tolerance)? This activity consumes nearly 40% of the development costs of today’s high-end microprocessors. Perhaps this is a subject that more correctly belongs in the ECAD area; however, there may be architectural styles that simplify validation.

### 4. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

We believe that research in computer architecture research should span a spectrum of activities from the incremental to the revolutionary. Furthermore, it is important for the computer architecture community to pursue projects throughout this spectrum, because experimentation offers the surest way to identify the important issues. The group had somewhat differing views on how experimental architectural research can best be carried out. Some regarded prototype construction as essential, whereas others felt that simulation was sufficient and more cost-effective. After all, it was noted that modern passenger jets (the Boeing 777) have been designed and flown com-
pletely in simulation; why cannot the same approach be taken for computers? Indeed, this paradigm from the aerospace world prompted one group of researchers at the University of Wisconsin to call their experimental testbed the Wisconsin Wind Tunnel. A counter-argument to pure simulation is that the science of flight is better understood than the science of computers. However, as our understanding increases, it is likely that hardware prototyping will be slowly replaced by simulation activity.

Most of the methods now being used in high-end microprocessors were originally proposed many years ago. And although impressive gains have been made since the late 1970s, many of these gains have come from adopting innovations that were proposed for, and used in, large systems many years before. Today, microprocessors have “caught up” with most innovations of mainframes and supercomputers, and the leading edge of innovation can now be found in microprocessor designs. A question that immediately comes to mind is: what fundamentally new techniques of the same importance as pipelining, superscalar, and very long instruction word (VLIW) are being proposed today for use in processors 10 years from now? For the most part, researchers investigating high-performance processors are looking at evolutionary variations on already known techniques for increasing instruction-level parallelism, for example, ways to increase superscalar issue by some small factor, more elaborate branch prediction methods, ways of increasing cache hit rates by more sophisticated buffering methods, more elaborate cache coherence methods, and so on. These kinds of incremental research are important, but the research community should also be looking at bigger, more revolutionary approaches whose value will only become widely known many years from now.

This revolutionary research attempts to strike out in new directions and make fundamental changes in structures and design assumptions. Typically this sort of research adopts a view that one of the assumptions about technological trends will no longer hold. This type of research provides insights and opportunities for creativity that were not always obvious when following the standard line of progress. The current investigations of processor-in-memory (PIM) is an example of changing assumptions: specifically, that processor and memory technologies are unsuited to the same die. Similarly, the work in multiscalar research at the University of Wisconsin was largely inspired by the opportunities that arise when multiple processors fit on a single chip.

We expect that the ideas of the future, both incremental and revolutionary, will continue to exploit the three key properties of:
—locality,
—parallelism, and
—predictability

that have been used to such great advantage in successful computer designs of the past. The following research directions will be particularly important.

**Parallelism**

This area of research has already been explored widely, with mixed success. The area of massively parallel processing (MPP) with machines with hundreds or thousands of processors has had the most limited success. The idea goes back to the Solomon computer of the 1960s. Notable successors have been the Illiac IV (1970s), Goodyear’s Massively Parallel Processor (1970s), the Hypercube machines of the 1980s, and Thinking Machine’s Connection Machine (1980s). These machines became progressively easier to build, particularly in the 1980s when high-performance commodity microprocessors appeared. However, difficulty of programming presented a formidable barrier to the widespread use of massively parallel processors. They have found an important niche for very
high-performance applications where ma-
chines and a team of specialist program-
mers can be dedicated to the application.

Networks of workstations (NOWs) ap-
ppear to offer more promising avenues
for MPP research. They have the advan-
tage that they exist primarily to satisfy
another established need. However, re-
search into networks of workstations,
like that into MPPs, does not address
the fundamental question of whether
there is a high degree of parallelism in
enough application domains to support
widespread use of massive parallelism.

Perhaps one of the most promising
areas of future research in parallel pro-
cessing will be in small-scale shared-
memory multiprocessors (MPs) with
anywhere from 2 to 100 processors.
Their widespread use as servers means
that they already have an established
market. Increasing their application
base to include parallel processing on
single tasks is the key to enabling their
wider acceptance. In common with
MPPs, it is primarily a software prob-
lem. However, the presence of a shared
memory greatly simplifies the barrier to
programming.

The possibility of extending the
shared-memory paradigm has led to re-
search into NUMA (nonuniform mem-
ory access) architectures that intercon-
nect groups of MPs into larger systems.
The work at Stanford on the DASH and
more recently the FLASH multiproces-
sors is exploring such systems. Indeed,
the researchers on NOWs and NUMA
MPs see an opportunity for producing a
unified parallel processing API ( applica-
tion programmer interface).

Another promising area of future re-
search in parallel processing is simulta-
nous multithreading (SMT). The goal
here is to interleave concurrent threads
of execution through a processor that is
capable of retaining copies of each con-
text of the respective threads. The idea
goes back to the HEP computer de-
veloped by Denelcor in the late 1970s and
early 1980s. It has renewed potential
because many common applications are
being written to support multithreading.

Of course, the most successful appli-
cation of parallel processing has been at
the instruction level. Most high-perfor-
man ce processors today employ some
level of instruction-level processing; no-
table examples are the Pentium Pro, the
DEC Alpha, and the MIPS R10000.
These machines are pipelined supersca-
lar architectures and the detection of
parallelism is done by the hardware and
so they are able to execute existing bi-
aries. This line of research is more
revolutionary than evolutionary, but be-
cause of its importance we can expect
considerable resources will be expended
to increase the degree of instruction-
level parallelism from the current figure
of about four instructions at a time to
3-4 times that number. To reach these
levels compiler support will be needed.
Thus computer architecture will start to
encompass compiler technology too. In-
deed, it has been a feature of a signifi-
cant amount of architecture research for
some time.

A more revolutionary approach to in-
struction-level parallelism are the
VLIW architectures. Several commer-
cial machines have been produced in the
past by Cydrome and Multiflow. They
were not commercial successes. One
drawback is that this class of machines
requires extensive compiler support and
does not easily support legacy code;
however, considerable work is focusing
on them and these difficulties may very
well be solved.

Memory Hierarchy Design

We noted earlier that intrachip latencies
and bandwidths are decreasing and in-
creasing, respectively, at much greater
rates than the corresponding interchip
figures. Consequently the architecture of
memory hierarchies is likely to become
more important than processor architec-
ture. Some of the problems are going to be
partially solved by developments in archi-
tecture coupled with developments in
technology.
Technological solutions are beginning to appear, particularly among DRAM manufacturers who, in the past few years, have introduced the synchronous DRAM, the RAMBUS, and a variety of other variations on DRAMs that are capable of gigabyte/second data-transfer rates when consecutive memory references are made. The internal organization of DRAMs is highly suitable for streaming data transfers, and it is not costly to change the memory chip’s system interface to permit such transfers. In applications where video streams are called for, these memories have already proved critical. It remains to be seen how much architects can use this new high-bandwidth capability to reduce memory latency in more general purpose settings.

A key technique that is emerging in memory hierarchy design is prefetching. In order to use bandwidth to mask latency, some method of fetch prediction is necessary between the memory levels. The idea of using prediction in computer architecture is not new; it has already found important application in branch prediction and speculative execution in general. We expect that prefetching research will continue to grow in importance.

New Benchmarks

Given what was said about the nature of the applications in the next decade, it is probably not surprising that we believe that the benchmark programs used for evaluating new computer designs should be changed. We have become complacent in our study of the specmarks and large scientific problems. The computer architecture community has almost completely ignored the increasing importance of multimedia processing, including speech, voice recognition, and video encode and decode. It should be an embarrassment to the research community that the addition of multimedia instructions has been, to our knowledge, an entirely industrial action, with no published evaluation of architectural or algorithmic alternatives by the computer architecture research community.

It is already clear that the behavioral characteristics of large databases, heavily loaded Web servers, object-oriented languages, interpreters, for example, Java, and instruction set emulators are all significantly different from the standard computer architecture paper benchmarks. Examination of the characteristics of these workloads, along with methods for looking at them should be a fertile area for new architectural innovation.
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